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Quantum mechanical integral cross sections and rate constants
for the F ¿HD reactions
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In this article we report on the first accurate quantum mechanical temperature-dependent rate
constants for the two possible products of the (F1HD) system and on the corresponding
intramolecular kinetic isotope effects. The calculations were done for the Stark–Werner and the
Hartke–Stark–Werner potential energy surfaces. It was found that the two surfaces yield
significantly different rate constants for both products but similar molecular kinetic isotope effects.
These isotope effects are about two times larger than the experimental ones, at the lowest measured
temperature region~160–200 K! but become rather close to them at;400 K. The F1HD is known
to exhibit, at the low energy region, various kinds of isotope effects. In the present study we
revealed a new isotope effect related to the dependence of~integral! cross sections on the initial
rotational statesj i at intermediate energies. Whereas the cross sections to form DF are only mildly
dependent onj i ~at most 20% forj 054! a very large effect—which at some energies~;0.1 eV!
enlarges the integral cross sections almost three times—is obtained for HF. ©2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!01421-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The potential energy surface~PES! is the link between
molecular dynamic calculations and experimental meas
ments. A recent series of quantum mechanical calculat
performed for the F1H2 and its isotopic analogs1–9 on the
relatively newab initio Stark–Werner10 ~SW! PES led to
cross sections all of them showing very encouraging ag
ment between theory and experiment. This kind of fit w
found for the most detailed state-to-state differential cr
sections as well as for heavily averaged magnitudes suc
temperature dependent rate constants.

Although being an average magnitude the tempera
dependent rate constants are sensitive enough to prob
relevance of a given PES. For instance, long time it w
assumed, based on quasiclassical trajectory~QCT! calcula-
tions, that the M-5 PES~Ref. 11! is a reasonable potentia
capable of yielding results that were close to experime
The fact that the M-5 potential failed to produce the expe
mental temperature dependent rate-constants was not co
ered to be a serious drawback because it was assumed
rate constants are dominated by tunneling effects and th
fore could not be reproduced correctly anyhow. Howeve
few years later Jellineket al.12 used the M-5 potential to
calculate approximate quantum mechanical~QM! rate con-
stants and it was found that they were much smaller than
experimental ones—the ratio being 1:2. This finding led t
series of new PESs but none of them could yie
temperature-dependent rate constants which agree with
experimental results.13 It was only after SW made availabl
9800021-9606/2000/112(22)/9802/8/$17.00
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their PES,10 that a reasonable agreement between theory
periment was finally achieved. This applies to both the F1H2

and the F1D2 systems and in particular with regard to th
isotopic ratioRF1H2

/RF1D2
.2 Still, the agreement is not per

fect, in particular in the low temperature region for F1H2,
where the calculated rate constants were found to be so
what too large.

Whereas the two isotopic reactions F1X2; X1H,D were
a subject for many studies, the third isotopic system, F1HD,
was considered only sporadically. The very few experim
tal studies did not indicate on any particular features t
could be of any interest. As an example we may refer to
intramolecular kinetic isotope effectkHF/kDF wherekHF and
kDF are the rate constants for the two following reactions

F1HD~vl50,j l!→H D1HF~Svm j m!

H1DF~Svv j v!

~1a!

~1b!

respectively. This ratio was measured, by Persky,14 as a
function of the temperature and was found to be a flat h
zontal line, at most weakly dependent on the temperat
The Persky result,;1.45, was latter confirmed by Berry a
T5298 K.15

Recently, the F1XY; X,Y 5H,D systems stirred renewe
interest mainly due to the experimental rotational resolv
differential cross sections studies performed by the Toen
group in Goettingen.1,9,16 This experimental effort can be
considered as a link in a series of studies which continu
now, for almost thirty years with the aim of revealing th
features of these isotopic systems. The most well kno
2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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9803J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 22, 8 June 2000 Integral cross sections for F1HD reactions
ones are the crossed molecular beams experiments by
Lee group,17 which provided the first vibrational resolve
differential cross sections for all four isotopic systems a
the low pressure arrested relaxation chemiluminescense
periments of the Polanyi group,18 that yielded, for these sys
tems, the first products~integral! vib-rotational distributions.
The experimental study of state-to-state differential cr
sections for these systems still attracts a lot of attention
can be seen from on going reported exciting results.19

The Goettingen experimental effort was accompanied
a simultaneous theoretical QM treatment as performed
one of the present authors employing the coupled states~CS!
approximation within the time independent approach~hence
to be termed as the CS-TID approximation!.1 In this study
the SW potential was employed to calculate state-to-s
~vib-rotational! differential cross sections for th
F1H2 ~D2!→H~D!F1H~D! reaction which were found to b
in a nice agreement with experiment. In particular rotatio
bimodal distributions of DF products detected only at a sh
angular interval and for two particular vibrational states w
nicely reproduced by the QM treatment!.1~b! ~These findings
were later confirmed in another, more ‘‘accurate’’ Q
calculation.4~a!! More recently a similar study was carried o
for the F1H2→HF1H reaction.1~c! Additional and some-
times more extensive QM treatments were carried out
other groups.3–7

Within this ‘‘new generation’’ of QM efforts to repro-
duce experimental results, Castillo and Manolopoulos~CM!
@Ref. 3~b!# were the first to consider the F1HD system with
the aim of simulating the Lee’s~vibrational! state-to-state
differential cross sections. Among other things they revea
the existence of a strong isotope effect in the angular dis
butions of the two possible products, namely, DF1H and
HF1D. More recently, this system was treated again, by o
of the present authors, but at a lower energy region
<Et<60 meV) ~Ref. 8! and it was found that in addition to
the isotope effect in the differential cross sections, there
also a strong isotope effect for the integral cross sect
These isotope effects were attributed to a unique featur
the F1XY; X,Y 5H,D system; the existence of an adiaba
~dynamic! potential barrier~of height;0.75 kcal/mol! that is
thin enough to let thehydrogensto tunnel through almos
freely but then broad enough for reducing significantly t
tunneling capability of thedeuteriums.2 We shall elaborate
more about this feature in the forthcoming discussion.

In the present publication we shall concentrate on
state selected reactions given in Eqs.~1a! and ~1b! with the
aim of calculating the temperature dependent rate consta
The numerical treatment was carried out employing the tim
dependent-wave-packets~TDWP! approach which utilizes
negative imaginary potentials~NIPs! to eliminate the unnec
essary asymptotic regions.20–24Two PESs were used for thi
purpose: the above mentioned SW PES and a modified
sion calculated by Hartkeet al. ~termed as the HSW
potential!25 that incorporates the spin–orbit coupling. As w
be shown, the two surfaces yield different rate constants
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this section we briefly describe the time-depend
wave packet~TDWP! method employed to calculate the in
tial state-selected total reaction probability with the final
solved products. The method is closely related to the reac
TDWP approach as developed by Neuhauser and Baer.20,21,26

Modifications, improvements and extensions of the meth
as applied here can be found in Refs. 22–24. The Ham
tonian for the atom–diatom reaction F1HD in the reactant
Jacobi coordinates~R,r, u! can be written as

H52
1

2mR

]2

]R22
1

2m r

]2

]r 2 1
~J2 j !2

2mRR2 1
j2

2m r r
2

1V~R,r ,u!, ~2!

wheremR is the reduced mass between F and HD,m r is the
reduced mass for HD,J is the total angular momentum op
erator,j is the rotational angular operator of HD.

The time-dependent wave function is expanded in ter
of a translational basisun

n j (R), a vibrational basisfn j (r ),
and the body fixed~BF! total angular momentum eigenfunc
tions Yjk

JM«(R̂, r̂ ) as follows:22–24

C~R,r ,tuJ,M !5 (
n,n, j ,K

Fnn jK~ t !un
n j~R!fn j~r !YjK

JM«~R̂, r̂ !.

~3!

The above mentioned BF basis functions@see also Eq.
~2!# are the eigenfunctions forJ, j , K, and the parity operato
and are defined as22–24

YjK
JM«5~11dK0!2~1/2!A2J11

8p

3~DKM
J 1«~21!KD2KM

J !yjK , ~4!

where DKM
J is the Wigner rotation matrix,27 « is the total

parity of the system defined as«u(21)J with «u being the
parity of the system, 0<K<min(J,j) is the projection of the
total angular momentum on the BF axis, andyjK are the
spherical harmonics. Note that in Eq.~4!, K50 block can
only appear when«51.

As in Refs. 22–24, we construct wave packets a
propagate them to calculate the reaction probabilit
P(Euv0 j 0K0uJ«) for each product. The integral cross secti
from a specific initial statej 0 is obtained by summing the
reaction probabilities over all the partial waves~total angular
momentum!,

s~Euv0 j 0!5
1

2 j 011 (
K0«

H p

k̃2 (
J>K0

~2J11!

3P~Euv0 j 0K0uJ«!J , ~5!

where k5A(2mEt). The initial state-specific reaction rat
constantk(Tuv0 j 0) is calculated by thermally averaging th
translational energy of the corresponding cross section a
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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k~Tuv0 j 0!5S 8kbT

pmR
D ~1/2!

~kbT!22E
0

`

dEtEt

3expX2 Et

kbT
Cs~Etuv0 j 0!, ~6!

wherekb is Boltzmann’s constant. Finally, the thermal ra
constant can be calculated from the Boltzmann averagin
the initial state-specific reaction rate constants as

k~T!5Zelect~T!

3
(v0 j 0

~2 j 011!k~Tuv0 j 0!exp~2Ev0 j 0
/~kbT!!

(v0 j 0
~2 j 011!exp~2Ev0 j 0

/~kbT!!
, ~7!

whereEv0 j 0
is the rovibrational energy of the HD molecul

and Zelec(T) is the electronic partition function for the sys
tem given by

Zelect51/~21exp~2D/kbT!! ~8!

andD550.1 meV is the2P1/2–
2P3/2 F atom splitting.

The numerical parameters for the wave packet propa
tion are as follows: A total number of 255 sine functio
~among them 50 for the interaction region! are employed for
the translational coordinateR in a range of@1.0,23.0#a0 . A
total of 35 vibrational functions are employed forr in the
range of@0.6,6.0#a0 for the reagents HD in the interactio
region. For rotational basis we usej max535. The number of
K used in our calculation is given by max(3,K012) starting
K50 the largest number ofK used equal to 6 forj 054,K0

54 state~for «521, there is one lessK block used!. These
values ofK0 and $MaxK% were determined following an
extensive series of tests. It was found that convergenc
total cross sections, for all the reported initial~rotational!
states in the entire energy region, was achieved up to a
percent. The initial wave packet was centered atR518a0 ,
with a width of 0.4a0 and average translational energy
0.17 eV. For lowerJ, we propagate the wave packets f
60 000 a.u. of time to converge the low energy reaction pr
ability ~in all calculations a time step-size of 10 a.u. w
used!. For J.20, we propagate the wave packets for
shorter time because the reaction probability in the low
ergy region is negligible.

Finally we refer to the NIPs functional form and param
eters. A quadratic function was employed for this purpos

VNIP5CxS x2x0

Dx D 2

; x5R,r , ~9!

whereR and r are the translational and vibrational coord
nates, respectively. To decouple the products and the
agents asymptotic regions we used the following parame
for the products (x[r )$Cr50.025;Dr 52a0% and for the re-
agents (x[R)$CR50.003;DR56a0%.

III. RESULTS

We shall distinguish between three types of calculatio
~a! Close coupling calculations performed on the SW s
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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face; ~b! Close coupling calculation performed on the HS
surface;~c! Coupled-states approximation calculations c
ried out on the SW surface.

A. Close coupling cross sections

In Figs. 1–3 are presented energy dependent cross
tions as calculated for different initial rotational satesj 0 . In
Fig. 1 are presented results for the SW PES and in Fig. 2
the HSW. In Fig. 1~a! @and 2~a!# are given the cross section
for the products~HF,D! and in Fig. 1~b! @and 2~b!# for
~DF,H!. In general we may distinguish between two ener
intervals:

~a! In the low energy interval—up to 60 meV—the exchan
process is dominated by the~entrance! PES barrier~and
eventually resonances!. As discussed in Ref. 2 and in th
Introduction this system is characterized by a~dynamic! bar-
rier of ;0.75 kcal/mol. This barrier was found2 to be thin
enough to let the hydrogen atoms through, via tunneling,
then broad enough to reduce significantly the tunneling
the deuterium atoms. A barrier with such features can
plain the lack of the~QM! threshold for the F1H2 system
and a threshold of about 0.5 kcal/mol for F1D2.

2 A barrier
with these features can explain the present findings as w
namely, almost no threshold for the formation of HF and
threshold significantly larger from zero for the formation
DF. This situation applies to allj 0-values but is strongest fo
j 050.

FIG. 1. Rotational state selected cross sections as calculated for the
PES.~a! Results for F1HD→HF1D. ~b! Results for F1DH→DF1H.
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9805J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 22, 8 June 2000 Integral cross sections for F1HD reactions
~b! At the higher energy region the two arrangement ch
nels exhibit a differentj 0-dependence. Whereas the form
tion of DF is only weakly dependent onj 0 ~;20%! the for-
mation of HF is significantly dependent onj 0 ~in some cases
the cross sections increase three times as comparedj 0

50!. Moreover, in the two cases,j 0 affects the reaction pro
cess in different ways; in case of~HF,D! it enhances the
reaction process but in case of~DF,H! it weakens it. In this
respect it is worthwhile mentioning that in case of t
F1X2; X5H,D systems the effect ofj 0 was around;10%
for F1H2 and;30% F1D2 and in both cases increasingj 0

results in larger cross sections. Therefore the effect ofj 0 in
the case of F1HD is different for the two reactive arrange
ments. It enhances significantly the production of HF bu
the same time weakens the production of DF. It seems
the two effects are caused by the same reason, namely,
steric factor. Since the center of mass of the HD molecul
closer to the D atom the enhanced rotational motion scre
the deuterium from the approaching fluorine, due to
‘‘longer hydrogen arm.’’ Thus ifl j 0 is defined as the fol-
lowing ~rotational vs translational! energy ratio:

lj0
5~ j0

2/~2mrr j0
2 !!/Et , ~10!

FIG. 2. Rotational state selected cross sections as calculated for the H
PES.~a! Results for F1HD→HF1D. ~b! Results for F1DH→DF1H.
Downloaded 19 Oct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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.

Here r j 0
is the j 0-dependent equilibrium distance of HD

@Equation~10! will probably hold for a finite range ofj 0’s
only.#

A very similar pattern is observed in case of the HS
PES as presented in Fig. 2 except that the HSW cross
tions are in general smaller than the respective SW on
This difference is more significant at the threshold reg
and can be attributed to the enlarged potential barrier of
HSW PES due to the incorporated spin–orbit coupling.

A more detailed comparison between the cross sect
of forming HF and DF is presented in Fig. 3, where in ea
subfigure the individual cross sections are directly compa
In the low energy region the cross sections for forming H
are always the larger ones as discussed in a prev
publication8 but a different situation is encountered along t
higher energy region. Here, DF is favored forj 050,1,2 and
HF is favored only forj 053,4 ~as explained earlier!. These
findings apply to both the SW and the HSW PESs.

The energy dependent isotope effectss (DF,H) /s (HF,D) as

W-

FIG. 3. A comparison between rotational state selected cross section
calculated for the SW and the HSW PESs.
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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calculated from the cross sections, are presented in Fig
Again results due to the two surfaces are shown. The m
feature to be noticed is the unusual large isotope effect a
low energy region where the~HF,D! is by far the more pre-
ferred products. This feature was already discussed in a
vious publication8 but only for j 050. Here, it is seen to exis
for any j 0-value. The other interesting feature is the fact th
at the higher energy region, the isotope effect, for l
j 0-values ‘‘turns over’’ and it is the~DF,H! which are the
more probable products.

B. Rate constants

Temperature dependent rate constants as calculate
both the SW and the HSW PESs are presented in Fig. 5
in Table I. In the figure as well as in table are given t
individual rate constants for each product as well as for
sum of the two. It is noticed that along the whole tempe
ture range the rate constants for forming HF are much la
than the respective rate constants for forming DF~this ap-
plies to the two surfaces!. In particular large differences ar
observed at the low temperature region where the tunne
process is the dominating process to yield HF. In general
two surfaces yield very similar temperature dependent cu
but the HSW rates are always much smaller. Unfortuna
no experimental results are available in order to dec
which of the two PESs is the more appropriate one. S
some idea of the relevance of the results can be obta

FIG. 4. Isotope effectssDF1H /sHF1D . ~a! Results for SW.~b! Results for
HSW.
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from Fig. 6, where the sum of the two rate constants
compared with the experimental rate constants for F1H2 and
F1D2.

30 It is seen, that the HSW rate constants are all
cated outside the range formed by the~experimental! rates of
F1H2 and F1D2, whereas the SW rates are all locat
within this range, thus being the more appropriate ones.

Molecular kinetic isotope effects are presented in Fig
where they are compared with Persky’s experimen
measurement.14 The theoretical isotope effects are about tw
times larger, at the lower measured temperature region~160–
200 K! but become rather close to the experimental one
;400 K. In this respect it is important to mention that Pe
sky’s kinetic isotope effect, atT5298 K was confirmed by
Berry ~1.45 vs 1.42!.15

C. Comparison between close coupling and coupled
states calculated cross sections

One of the present authors and his colleagues sugge
some time ago to take advantage of the fact that the N
convert a reactive~multiarrangement! system into a nonreac
tive ~single arrangement! system and to apply the nonrea
tive coupled states~CS! approximation28 to calculate reactive
~and nonreactive! integral and differential cross sections.1,2,29

Here we report on a first detailed comparison between st
selected cross sections due to the CC treatment and
present version of the CS approximation. Baeret al.1~b!,29

used the CS approximation within the time independ
framework ~hence termed as the CS-TID approximation!,
whereas the CS approximation employed here is simila
the CS-TID but used within the TDWP approach~hence des-
ignated as CS-TDWP approximation!. A different kind of
CS-TDWP was recently, successfully, employed by Be
et al.31 In Fig. 8 are presented the CS-TDWP and the C
state-selected energy dependent cross sections and it i
ticed that the two types of calculations yield very simil
results. In most cases~and in particular for DF! the agree-
ment is very good and only in a few cases~and only for HF!
deviations were found. The largest deviation,;25%, was
obtained forj 054.

In Fig. 9 are shown thej 050-cross sections as obtaine
due to three different methods: the exact CC method,

FIG. 5. Thermal individual rate constants~on a logarithmic scale! for the
two products HF1D and DF1H as calculated on the SW and the HSW
PESs.
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded 19 O
TABLE I. Close coupling and coupled states thermal averaged rate constants for the F1HD reaction as
calculated employing SW and HSW PESs (10213 molecules cm3/s).

T(K)

CC on SW PES CC on HSW PES CS on SW PES

HF1D DF1H Total HF1D DF1H Total HF1D DF1H Total

100 27.1 4.36 31.4 4.70 0.77 5.47 26.6 4.27 30.
120 35.4 7.61 43.0 8.13 1.75 9.89 34.8 7.44 42.
140 43.9 11.9 55.9 12.3 3.37 15.7 43.1 11.7 54.
160 52.9 17.4 70.3 17.3 5.71 23.0 51.8 17.0 68.
180 62.2 23.7 85.9 23.0 8.79 31.8 60.8 23.1 84.
200 72.0 30.7 102 29.3 12.5 41.9 70.2 30.0 100
220 82.2 38.3 120 36.2 17.0 53.3 80.0 37.5 117
240 92.7 46.3 139 43.7 22.0 65.7 89.9 45.3 135
260 103 54.6 158 51.5 27.6 79.1 99.9 53.5 153
280 114 63.1 177 59.8 33.5 93.3 110 61.9 172
300 125 71.7 196 68.4 39.8 108 120 70.4 190
350 152 93.4 245 90.6 56.6 147 145 91.8 237
400 179 114 293 113 74.3 187 169 112 282
450 204 135 340 136 92.3 228 193 133 326
500 229 155 384 158 110 269 215 153 368
n
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s xperi-
CS-TDWP approximation, and the CS-TID approximatio
The comparison is done for the ‘‘very low’’ energy region,
region usually considered to be the worse case for the
approximation. Cross sections are presented for the
products. It is noticed that for the DF products the thr
methods yield, for all practical purposes, the same results.
for the HF, the agreement is not as good as before but
deviations are not larger than 20%. In this respect it is i
portant to emphasize that this energy region is dominated
strong resonance disturbances which may affect the resul
each approach differently.

Coupled states temperature-dependent rate constant
calculated for the SW PES, are listed in Table I where th
are compared with the CC rates~see also Fig. 6!. It is noticed
that the two ways of solving the SE yield very similar ra
constants for both, the HF and the DF products. The diff
ences are usually 2%–3% with the largest deviation of;6%
at the highest temperature and only for HF. A similar qual

FIG. 6. A comparison between the total rate constants~for the sum of the
two products HF1D and DF1H! as calculated on the SW and the HSW
PESs. Also, are shown the recommended experimental rate constant
F1H2 and F1D2 ~Ref. 30!.
ct 2006 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP 
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of fit for F1H2 was obtained by Aoizet al.7 who compared
their CC with Rosenmanet al.’s CS-TID rates.2

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Our principal aim in this numerical treatment is the ca
culation of the temperature dependent rate constants for
two possible products of the (F1HD) system. To this end
we calculated energy-dependent-rotational-state-sele
cross sections for each of the products which were then u
to obtain the rate constants. The calculations were done
the two most appropriate available PESs, namely, the
and the HSW surfaces. It was found that the two surfa
yield significantly different rate constants for both produc
In general the SW rate constants are about 3–4 times la
at the low temperature region and a about 1.5 times large
the highest calculated temperature. Although no abso

for
FIG. 7. Intramolecular kinetic isotope effectskDF1H /kHF1D as a function of
temperature; a comparison between present quantum mechanical and e
mental results~Ref. 14!.
license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9808 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 22, 8 June 2000 Zhang, Lee, and Baer
measurements are available the analysis performed in
III B shows that the SW rate constants are the most relev
ones.

The only calculated magnitude, in this respect, that
be compared directly with experiment is the temperature
pendent intramolecular kinetic isotope. As is seen from F
7 the fit between the two types of results is not as good a
should be; this holds in particularly, at the low temperatu
region, where the calculated kinetic isotope effects are 1.
times larger than the measured ones. A reasonable g
agreement is obtained atT5400 K.

Some time ago Castillo and Manolopoulos3~b! found
strong isotope effects with regard to differential cross s
tions, subsequently one of the present authors8 revealed
strong isotope effects regarding integral cross sections
this respect we would like also to mention a possible re
nance as expressed by the unusual increase of the forj 050
integral cross section aroundEt530 meV. Here, is expose
a third isotope effect regarding the dependence of~integral!
cross sections on the initial rotational statesj 0 . Whereas the
cross sections to form DF are only mildly dependent onj 0

FIG. 8. A comparison between CC and CS-TDWP cross sections as c
lated on the SW PES.
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~at most 20% forj 054! a very significant effect—which at
some energies~;0.1 eV! enlarges the integral cross section
for j 054, almost three times—is obtained for HF. It is im
portant to mention that such an effect was not seen, neit
for F1H2 nor for F1D2. This finding was attributed to a
steric mass-effect caused by the fact that the center-of-m
of the HD molecule is closer to the D atom than to the
atom. In this respect we want to mention that the same eff
was also seen in classical calculations for the sa
system.32,33 It is of importance to emphasize that the tw
classical calculations were performed employing two e
tirely different PESs, the first by Muckerman32 on the M-5
surface and the second by Aoizet al.33 on the SW PESs.
These facts support the assumption as expressed in Eq.~10!,
namely, that this steric factor is a pure mass effect indep
dent of the applied PES. Some additional analysis can
found in Ref. 34.

Our last conclusion is of a theoretical-numerical chara
ter. We compared approximated state-selected coupled s
~CS-TDWP! cross sections with the relevant close couplin
cross sections. In general the fit between the two types
calculations was very good. The largest deviations~;20%!
were observed mainly for j 054 and only for
F1HD→HF1D. Even better agreements between resu
due to these two treatments were obtained with respect to
calculated rate constants.
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